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† Individual results can and will vary. Saba™ cosmetic products are purely cosmetic in nature and do not claim to cure, treat or prevent any skin & 
hair related disorders. If you are  allergic to any ingredients listed, or under treatment or on medication for your skin, please consult with your 
physician prior to use.  None of the Saba™ products are intended to diagnose, treat, cure, mitigate or prevent any disease.

PURE, PARABEN-FREE, & SULFATE-FREE

GLYCOLIC 
REJUVENATING

TONER
Saba Lustre Glycolic 
Rejuvenating Toner is a 
highly effective alcohol-free 
toner that contains glycolic 
acid that accelerates the 
exfoliation of the dead skin 
cells and fruit extracts 
refresh and tone skin.

USE: Spray on to cotton pad 
and sweep over face and 
neck. Avoid eye area.

• Gently cleanses and 
  accelerates skin exfoliation†

• Refreshes dead skin cells 
  to revitalize your natural 
  glow†

• Tones skin†

• Tightens and cleans out the 
  appearance of pores†

• Provides skin with a 
  natural-looking glow†

SUNBURN ALERT: 
This product contains and alpha hydroxy acid (AHA) that may increase your skin’s 
sensitivity to the sun and particularly the possibility of sunburn. Use a sunscreen, wear 
protective clothing, and limit sun exposure while using this product and for a week 
afterwards.

INGREDIENTS: 
WATER (AQUA), ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF JUICE, BUTYLENE GLYCOL GLYCOLIC ACID, 
POLYSORBATE 20, ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS (ROSEMARY) LEAF EXTRACT, 
SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM (SUGAR CANE) EXTRACT, PHENOXYETHANOL, AMMONIUM, 
HYDROXIDE, CAPRYLYL GLYCOL, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, ETHYLHEXYLGLYCERIN, 
HEXYLENE GLYCOL, ALLANTOIN, FRAGRANCE, CHAMOMILLA RECUTITA (MATRICARIA), 
FLOWER EXTRACT, CALENDULA OFFICINALIS FLOWER EXTRACT, TILIA CORDATA 
(LINDEN) EXTRACT, CAMELLIA SINENSIS (GREEN TEA) LEAF EXTRACT, CITRUS MEDICA 
LIMONUM (LEMON) FRUIT EXTRACT, CITRUS AURANTIUM DULCIS (ORANGE) FRUIT 
EXTRACT, PYRUS MALUS (APPLE) FRUIT EXTRACT, SODIUM HYALURONATE, 
HYPERICUM PERFORATUM EXTRACT, CENTAUREA CYANUS (CORNFLOWER) FLOWER 
EXTRACT, SODIUM HYDROXYMETHYLGLYCINATE

GLYCOLIC
REJUVENATING

TONER

Saba Lustre™ products are pure, safe, effective, dermatology-in-
spired, innovative, and deliver real results to give you the best skin, 
look, and confidence. If you want trusted, organic, pure, eco-friendly, 
and effective products that work for you and your family, you're in 
the right place. Keep your skin looking it's most radiant with our Saba 
Lustre™ Smart Beauty System, or purchase each product 
separately.   


